Abstract. It is essential to popularize the application of EDC in clinical trials.To provide reference for the standard management of clinical trials and to update pharmaceutical R＆D industry on electronic data capture( EDC) in drug clinical trials. The advantages and development trends were summarized. The EDC design functions of electronic case report form should be strengthened in China and the connection between EDC and ADR may be the core of future studies．
Introduction
Randomization design phase of clinical trial research clinical investigators must face a problem. Randomized grouping method studies have shown that the traditional randomization methods are increasingly unable to meet demand.Dynamic random method and central randomization system frequently mentioned is considered to be an important means to control the prognostic factors.Dynamic randomized algorithms, minimization and dynamic balanced randomization method different emphases in the control of the prognostic factors. The balance under Minimization in dealing with the same importance of various prognostic factors is better.The balance of dynamic balanced randomization method in dealing with the hierarchy of importance of various prognostic factors is better.How effective combination of the two full play to their superiority, to obtain the optimized random effect, it is worth the statistics further explore.The aim of the clinical trial data management, data from subjects, complete and accurate record.Record of all operations involved in each step of the data management.Which is conducive to supervise and inspect the quality of data and test the implementation process.
The role of statistics in clinical trials has been recognized by the majority of clinicians .Whether the study design, data collection, or statistical analysis, statistically has infiltrated all aspects of clinical trials. Standardization of clinical trials of the building is through the implementation of specific standardized measures in various stages of clinical trials, thus ensuring the authenticity and reliability of the results of clinical trials. Domestic and foreign government departments have recognized the importance of standardized, have introduced a number of regulations, the principle requirements of the operation of the clinical trials. ndustry Association also announced a series of clinical trials, standardized instructions, the industry standard for the implementation of specific clinical trials.Domestic and international use of Electronic Data Capture (EDC) has developed a lot of electronic data management system.How to scientifically manage the clinical data acquisition, entry, verification, lock, export, and work a good attempt.
Model construction and system implementation

Data analysis
The first task of constructing a EDC Visualization platform is to understand the feature of the data. The ADR data were obtained from two sources: the drug-ADR combinations included in drug instructions and those detected by ADR monitoring agencies.Some drug-ADR combinations were common between the two groups ( Figure 1 ).
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Figure1. Three types of Drug-ADR combinations Four tables were needed for this study. The ADEs table, a total of 4,404 Drug-ADR combinations including 656 common drugs, was provided by China Jiangsu Province ADR Monitoring Center. The data fields included drug code, ADRs code, and event frequency. 7,150 Drug-ADR combinations were retrieved from the Internet for the establishment of drug instructions table (The data fields include drug code and ADRs code). Due to the differences of data acquisition, the record numbers of the above two tables were not consistent. 
EDC Visualization legends design
Three different legends were designed to distinguish the three types of cases in Table 1 . Table 1 . Instructions of three legends
Legend Type Note
CASE I
Solid circle, indicating that the ADR of one specific drug was stated in drug instructions and also actually detected.
CASE II
Solid rectangle, indicating that the ADR of one specific drug was actually detected but not stated in drug instructions.
CASE III
Hollow dashed circle, indicating that the ADR of one specific drug was stated in drug instructions but not actually detected.
In table 1, as the case I and case III both denote all ADRs stated in drug instruction of a drug, they share the same shape, circle. The case II uses another shape, rectangle, to denote those ADRs not stated in drug instruction. Due to the frequency of the case I and case II is more than zero, solid shape is used. Contrarily, hollow dashed circle is choosing for the shape of the case III since its frequency of equals zero.
EDC Visualization model design
As one drug has many ADRs, it is one-to-many relationship between them. The Ferris wheel style is just fit to this feature. The overall structure is circular, with the drug as the center connected by the legends of adverse reactions with equal radii. The EDC Visualization model is shown in Figure 2 . (2) Point P 1 represents the first ADR of the drug and its coordinate value is
L is a fixed value and represents the length of OP 1 . α is the angle between horizontal ordinate OY and OP 1 and it can be calculated from 360/n (n is the total amount of ADRs of the drug). So the coordinate value of the ith Point P i can be got by 
is the coordinate value of draw functions. 
Area of statistical information design
Compared to graph, text can provide more quantitative information description. In EDC platform, we embed a textual area of statistical information about ADRs of three cases. These information included ADR name, frequency, whether stated in drug instruction and PRR value. Frequency was the total amount of a target ADR of this drug, which has been detected by Jiangsu Province ADR Monitoring Center of China during two years.
PRR is a popular statistic method for ADR signal detection based on disproportionality theory . The formula of PPR method is as follows:
Where, a, b, c and d can be found in table 2. PRR  , the corresponding combination will be considered as a suspect sign. Thus, we highlighted such a suspect signal with "*" before the PRR value in this platform.
Conclusion
In this study, we put forward a prototype system for EDC information visualization. But to be truly applied to the practice, there are many aspects should be improved in the further work.
First of all is the data problem. It only contains two years ADEs data of one province in china and the drug instruction data was collected from the Internet. Therefore, this platform had yet not provided very sufficient and accurate information for users. In next work, we will enhance the data quantity and data quality of this system.
